NFH Cabin Insurance Survey Results
January, 2017
After hearing from a growing number of cabin owners expressing frustration over cancelation of
insurance policies for their cabin, and/or difficulty finding insurance companies willing to provide
insurance at a reasonable cost, NFH surveyed cabin owners in December, 2016 to learn more
about cabin owner insurance experiences.

Survey Demographics:
Survey Period:
Survey Response Rate:

12/5/16 to 12/31/16
18% (887 out of 5,036 emailed)

Responses representing 887 cabins from 20 states provides a broad and significant sample size
of cabin owners with valuable metrics and conclusions for NFH members, however, we cannot
confidently assume the conclusions reached by this survey are an accurate representation of
the entire 14,000 cabin owner community.

Survey Responses:
1) Do you have insurance on your cabin currently? Are you satisfied with your
insurance company/policy?
Have Insurance?
Yes
697
78%
No
190
22%
Total
887
100%

Satisfied?
Yes
564
83%
No
118
17%
Total
682 100%

Most cabin owners currently have insurance (78%) for their cabin, and most of those that have
insurance appear to be satisfied with their company and policy (83%).
2) What is the size of your cabin (sq. feet) and year built?
Size
Smallest
Largest
Average*

Sq. Feet
100 sq. ft
3,600 sq. ft
988 sq. ft

Range
Oldest
Newest
Average Age

Year Built
1890
2016
73 years, ~1943

A number of responses indicated extensive remodels of their cabins, resulting in a functionally
“newer” cabin than the year of original construction would suggest.
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3) Have you had any damage or loss to your cabin in the last 10 years?
21% of the survey respondents reported a damage or loss to their cabin:

Type of Loss
Break-in/Theft/Vandalism
Falling Tree
Snow damage
Wind Storm
Water damage
Break-in/Bear
Fire
Other
Total




No.
Reported
61
59
18
10
9
7
4
16
184

Range
Low*
High
$0
$10,000
$200
$100,000
$700
$25,000
$500
$6,000
$1,500
$5,000
$0
$25,000
$300
$400,000
$0
$40,000

Loss >
$10,000
10
3

1
1
1
16

Total
Loss?
2
1

2
5

Not all responses included amount of loss, likely understating some $ results above.
91% of reported losses were under $10,000.
“Other” includes two or fewer occurrences of hail storm, ice storm, earthquake, flood,
lightning/electrical, dock damage, failed well, insect damage, rodent damage, & dog bite.

4) What is the name of your insurance company? Do you use the same company for
your other insurance needs?
Top 10 Cabin Insurers
State Farm Insurance
Safeco Insurance
USAA
Farmers Insurance
California FAIR Plan
Lloyds of London
Foremost Insurance Co.
Allstate Insurance
American Family Insurance
Allied Insurance





Responses
151
63
51
46
44
25
22
20
18
15

87 different insurance companies were listed by survey participants
83% indicated they were satisfied with their current insurance company and policy.
67% responded they use the same company for their other insurance needs.
A number of cabin owners suggested the only reason their insurance company was
willing to insure their cabin, and/or provided favorable pricing was predicated on
combining all their insurance business with the same provider.

For a complete list of cabin insurance companies identified by this survey, see the Cabin
Insurers by State and/or Cabin Insurers by County reports on the NFH website.
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5) Please provide your level and cost of insurance coverage:

Coverage & Cost*
a) Replacement Value
b) Liability Coverage
c) Annual Premium Cost

Responses
Range
Counted
Low
High
Average
476
$20,000 $1,020,900 $202,956
380
$50,000 $2,500,000 $418,424
476
$167
$5,757
$959

*Responses were not reported consistently. Not all policy terms that impact cost were collected
by this survey, so an apples-to-apples comparison may not be feasible.

The chart below plots the cabin replacement value verses the annual insurance cost. This
comparison reflects a significant price variance for cabin insurance with similar coverage,
suggesting some cabin owners may benefit from shopping for better pricing.

Annual Cost of Insurance vs.
Cabin Replacement Value
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6) What is the reason your cabin is not covered by insurance?
Reasons Cabin Not Covered by Insurance?
C. Unable to find Insurance Co. willing to provide coverage.
D. Insurance not affordable.
B. Insurance was canceled or not renewed.
E. Other
A. Cabin value not worth it.
Total

Responses
118
62
55
37
15
287

%
41%
22%
19%
13%
5%
100%

Common “other” reasons provided:
 Don’t see the need for cabin insurance
 Assumed cabin insurance not available
 Assumed won’t be able to rebuild cabin if cabin destroyed
 Unreasonable restrictions or conditions imposed by insurance company
 Sub-standard construction cited as reason for denied coverage by insurance company
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7) If you could obtain insurance at a reasonable price, would you be interested?
Interested?
A) Yes
B) No
Total Responses

Responses
206
15
221

%
93%
7%
100%

8) If you answered "Yes" to the previous question, please provide the approximate
replacement value of your cabin and the annual insurance cost you are willing to pay:
Range
Coverage & Cost
a) Replacement Value
b) Annual Premium Cost

Low
$15,000
$50

High
$600,000
$3,000

Average
$143,397
$816

While cabin owner expectations vary, most cabin owners without insurance appear to have
similar needs and are willing to pay prices similar to those with insurance.
9) If your cabin insurance was canceled or not renewed, did your insurer give a reason?
Cabin owners reported 68 occurrences of cabin insurance canceled by their Insurer. The
most common reported companies are:
Cabin Insurance canceled by
State Farm Insurance
Allstate Insurance
Fireman's Fund
Safeco Insurance
Two or fewer occurrences
Total

Responses
13
7
3
3
42
68

Reasons Given (below)
A, C, F, H, J
A, C, D, I
A, G
D, J
A,B,C,D,E,H,J, K

Reasons cited for cancelling insurance coverage:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)

No longer insuring FS cabins
Deemed high risk area
Forest fire risk
No reason given
Change of ownership
Distance from fire station
No longer insuring in California
Shake roof
Unable to inspect (in winter)
Use of wood stove for heating source
Unreasonable replacement value dictated by insurer
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10) Additional comments made by cabin owners regarding their insurance experiences.
Over 500 cabin owners provided additional comments regarding cabin insurance. This
feedback was instrumental in providing more context to responses regarding certain questions.
Some of the more representative and/or informative comments are listed in Appendix A.

Conclusions and Next Steps


The type of reported cabin damage/loss varied greatly and the vast majority of occurrences
did not result in the total loss of a cabin. Surprisingly, loss from fire did not rank highly
among the leading reported losses over the last 10 years.



The majority of cabin owners have insurance and most indicated they were satisfied with
their policy and company experience.



Many cabin owners obtain all their insurance needs from the same company and feel they
receive preferred treatment and cost savings by doing so.



Many cabin owners with insurance expressed interest in seeking alternatives for better
coverage and/or lower costs, including some who indicated they were satisfied with their
current insurer.



Although the reported number of cancelled cabin insurance policies was not as high as
initially expected, NFH believes cancelation of cabin policies is a growing trend among
insurance companies.



Most of those without cabin insurance are interested in obtaining insurance and have
struggled to find insurance, or find it at a reasonable cost.



Insurance experiences vary considerably, sometimes from the same company!

This report, along with the associated Cabin Insurers by State report is intended to arm our
members with more consumer information. For those without insurance, or those not satisfied
with their current policy, the Cabin Insurers by State report may be a good place to start your
search for insurance alternatives.
NFH is also exploring with an insurance broker the possibility of creating a Cabin Insurance
Program designed specifically for Recreation Residences. Information from this survey will help
determine the feasibility of creating such an insurance offering. We hope to provide a status
regarding this initiative in the next few months.
We want to thank everyone who participated in this survey!
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APPENDIX A
A sample of Cabin Owner comments:
















“I really appreciate you doing this. When I saw the email, I was hoping that there was now
an option.”
“I am nervous about having no insurance. Not just for replacement costs but also liability
risks should someone get hurt.”
“I feel it is essential to have insurance on the cabin and feel uncomfortable not having the
cabin covered, however, the cost is so astronomical that it is impossible to insure the place.”
“Very costly -- twice what we pay for primary resistance at half the square footage.”
“The premium more than doubled after a nearby forest fire”.
“Our premium jumped up to over $800 a couple of years ago, so I threatened to change all
of my insurance coverage. My local agent was able to re-negotiate and the price came
down.”
“The cabin next door to ours has insurance from the same carrier that canceled us!”
“Have been canceled by several companies. Our current policy has a $2,500 deductible.”
"The key to getting insurance was our ability to use our existing insurance carrier that we
use for our primary dwelling.”
“Try to get insurance on the cabin as a secondary home to your primary residence and also
auto. You can get a discount by bundling the three.”
"Feel fortunate to have our coverage as we're on an island with limited access to fire dept.
We had to prove to insurance company that wood burning fireplace was properly installed.”
“Our tract and individuals within our tract have contributed substantial monetary
contributions to our volunteer fire department for the purchase of a new 1,000 GPM pumper
truck and other equipment. The department improved their ISO rating from ISO 10 to ISO 6.
This reduced our annual premium about $150."
“Creating a Firewise Community through the Mount Laguna Fire Safe Council we were able
to lower our insurance premium by 25%."
“We grouped together and purchased Honda Water Pumps in case of emergency. We also
bought Fire Protection from the Naches Fire Dept. which I'm sure helps with our coverage.”

Comments regarding Insurers:









“Very satisfied with Mutual of Enumclaw on the way their claims office handled our claim.”
“Anyone with past military service is eligible for USAA insurance. It is a really great
company.”
“I am not sure that American Family would be willing to insure my cabin if I did not have a
homeowner's policy, automobile insurance policy, and umbrella policy with them.”
“Farmers cancelled our prior insurance policy with no reason and we had it for 50 years; with
no claims…...so I won't insure with them ever again.”
“I am pretty confident that my 30+ year relationship with Farmers is the reason they were
willing to underwrite a policy on our cabin after AAA declined to renew our coverage.”
“I was pleased that Farmers sent someone to my cabin during the Rough fire to cover in fire
retardant."
"We are happy with our insurance! I've had State Farm since 1954"
“This policy (California Fair Plan) is through a state program for those who have been
denied homeowners insurance. It does not include anything except coverage for fire. It
does not provide coverage if a tree falls or any personal liability.”
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